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By applying differential inequalities, Lakshmikantham and Leela 
obtained general uniqueness results of Kamke’s form for retarded func- 
tional differential equations in their work [ 11. For general neutral func- 
tional differential equations, we have only a Lipschitzian uniqueness 
theorem which was obtained by Hale [2,3]. No one has established a 
uniqueness result of Kamke’s form in general NFDEs up to now, because 
it is difficult to establish proper differential inequalities. By using a special 
technique of “quasidistance,” the author gave a uniqueness theorem of 
Kamke’s form for the special NFDEs 
in the early work [4]. In this paper we will study further the uniqueness 
of solutions of general NFDEs 
fat, x,1 =A& x,). 
A local uniqueness theorem and a global uniqueness theorem of Kamke’s 
form will be given. 
Let R be a real line, C = C( [ -I-, 01, R”), r > 0, Sz be an open set of 
R x C. Concerning the NFDE (I), we assume that o(t, 4), f(t, 4) E 
C(a, R”), and o(t, 4) is atomic at zero on 52. For convenience, we repeat 
the concept of “atomic” as the following, which is introduced by Hale [2]. 
o(t, 4) is said to be atomic at zero on B if 
1. the frechet derivative D,(t, 4) of o(t, 4) with respect to 4 exists 
on 52; 
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2. for any $ E C and (t, 4) E Q, 
where A(t, q5) is a continuous n x n matrix function and det A(t, 4) # 0 for 
(t, 4) E 0, q(t, 4, 0) is an n x n matrix function, continuous with respect to 
(t, 4) E Q and of bounded variation in 8 E [ -r, 0); 
3. if we extend the definition of q(t, &e) to 0 < -r so that 
q( t, 4, 0) = q(t, $, -r) for 8 < -r, then there exists a continuous non- 
negative scalar function y(t, 4, S) on Sz x R+ (where R+ = [0, co) c R) such 
that y(t,&O)=O and 
provided (t,&s)~QxR+ and *EC; 
4. for (t,q5), (t,f$+tj)~O, ifwe write 
then there exists a continuous nonnegative scalar function s(t,q5, a) on 
52 x R + such that E( t, q5,O) z 0 and 
provided (t, #)EL?, (t, 4++)~52, and IIII/II,<o. 
In the following discussion we denote the norm of R” by [xl= 
maxlsiGn lxil (x=(X1,x2,..., x,)) and the norm of a matrix A = (a,), X ,, 
by IAl =max ISi,j4n 1~~1. Also for the norm in spece C=C([-r,O], R”), 
we choose II~II,=max-,.~.o lqS(e)l. For a continuous function X(t): 
[to - r, j?) -+ R” the function X, E C, t E [to, B) is defined by X,(0) = 
x(t+e), eE[-r,O]. 
1. QUASIDISTANCE AND ITS PROPERTIES 
If an operator D(t, 4) E C(s2, R”) is atomic at zero on 52, we will call it 
a D-operator. In this section we assume 52 = (a, /I) x F, where (a, /3) c R, F 
is an open set in C. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose X”‘(t), X’*‘(t) are continuous uector functions on an 
interval [to - r, 8) c (a - r, j), such that /?> to, Xi,‘) = AT{:), and X$“E Ffor 
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TV [to, /?), i= 1,2, D(t, 4) is a D-operator on 52. Then D(t, Xil))z 
D(t, Xi’)) for t E [to, fi) implies X(‘)(~)SX(~)(~), t E [to-r, /?). 
Proof: If X(i) f X’*‘(t), without any loss we can assume to = 
inf{t: A’(l) #Xc2’(t)}. By the continuity of A-‘(& d), y(t, 4, s), and 
s(t, 4, a), we can choose two positive numbers, say 6 > 0 and s’: 0 c s’ < r, 
such that 
IA-‘(t, Xj”)l[y(t, Xi”, s’)+~(t, Xi’), S)] <m-C 1, 
and 
p-j’)- xj2’1 < 6, t, < 2 < 20 + s’. 
Then for t E [t,, , 1, + s’], using the “atomic” properties 
(X”‘(f) - F2’(t)( 
14, we have 
= A -‘(t, xj”) [ jy; [&q(t, xp, e)](xj*)(e) -p(e)) 
+ g(t, xy, x1*’ - x{“) II 
6 IA - ‘(t, Xj’))( [y(t, x-y, s’) + gt, xp, d)] IlXj’)- xy’ll, 
<m IlXj” - Xi’)ll,. 
Because O<s’<r, (IXj”-Xj*‘(1,< IIX~,‘~,,-X~~~s,III for tE [to, &,+s’], 
we have 
IX”‘(t)-X(*)(t)( <m IlXj,‘~,,-Xj,2~,II,, tE [to, t,+s’]. 
This means IIX~,‘~s~-X~~~srIIr<m IIX~,‘~,,-X$,ll,, contrary to the 
assumption that m < 1 and IlXj,‘!,, - Xi,‘i.,Il # 0. 
Before introducing the concept of “quasidistance” we define an 
equivalence relation between the elements of space C. 
DEFINITION 1. Suppose 6 is a positive number: 0 < 6 <r. The elements 
4, $E C are said to satisfy the relation “~6” if 4(e) = $(e) for 
0 E [ -r, -S]. If 4, $ satisfy the relation “m 8,” then we write 4 N S$. 
Of course the relation “ ~6” is an equivalence relation. Suppose B is an 
open set of C, 4 E B. For any IJ E B such that $ N Sb, we define 
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where 
r 4(e), ~i~C(C--I--6,03,~n):d~(~)= i(e), EC-r, O]OE [-r-S, -r], 
and 
qbi, = (4Oe: 4#) = f?w + 03 5EC-rr,01. (1.1) 
The meaning of yji is similar to 4:. Obviously, M(4, $, B, 6) = 
M(~,6,B,S)if~,II/EB,~NS~. 
DEFINITION 2 (Quasidistance). Suppose B c F is open, 4, $ E B, 4 - S$. 
If M(& $, B, 6) is not empty and a + 6 < t -C 8, then the 6-quasidistance of 
4, Ic/ in B with respect to operator D at t is defined as 
= inf SUP lD(t+e,~~)-D(t+e,~58)1. 
bEM(O,@,B,6) 0s C-&O1 
By the definition we easily have 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose II D(t, 4) - D(t, +)I[ g,6 is well defined, and 
0<6,<6, d-6,$. Then IID(t,~)-D(t,~)IIB,a, is well defmed. Further- 
more, 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose A is compact, B is open, A c B c F. Then there 
exists a number 6*: 0 -CC?* <r, such that for 0 -C 6 < 6* the following 
assertions are valid. 
1. &,EBprovided&EA, 8E[-o,O], where 
ke, = { ;;“‘;,, 
ee C-r, 0] 
e< -r. 
2. M(& Ic/, B, 6) is not empty provided 4, + E A, and I$ - S$. 
3. The quasidistance IlD(t, 4) - D(t, $)/I g,s is well defined provided 
&$EA, 4-S+, anda+o<t<fi. 
Proof 1. A is compact, so there exists E > 0 such that B(A, E) c B, 
where B(A, E) is the e-neighbourhood of A. Also A is equicontinuous and 
there exists 6* > 0 such that for any 4 E A, if t,, t2 f C-r, 01, Jr, - tZI d 6*, 
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then I&ti) - d(f2)1 < E. This means /Iis - #II, < E for any 4 E /1, 0 E [ -6, 01, 
and 0<666*. That is, J,EB(n,s)CBfor BE[-6,0] and 4En. 
2. For any d,$~/i with 4-S+, define c(e)=&-r)=$(-r), 
8 E [-r - 6, -r]. Then @(0)=$(e), @(0) = q(0) for BE C-r - 401. By 
assertion 1 we know c E M(& $, B, 6) if 0 -K b < S*. 
3. By assertion 2 and the definition of quasidistance this assertion is 
obvious. 
Let’s consider two continuous vector functions X”‘(t), X”‘(t), 
t E [to - r, jIi] c (@ - r, /I), where /Ii > to. Suppose Xl,‘) = X$), X~‘)E B, 
t E [to, p,], i= 1, 2, B is open in F. Let /1= {Xi’): t E [to, pi], i= 1,2} then 
A is compact and n c B. Still we define 
f(‘)(t) = 
i 
X(‘)(t), t~Cto--r,811 
X”)( to - r), 
i=l 2 
t<t,-r 9 
i 
D(t X(l))-D(t x’2’) 
y(f)= 0 ’ f ’ f ’ 
t E Ito, PI1 
7 tE [to--, toI 
then we have 
PROPOSITION 3. Let i=inf{t: X(‘)(t) #X(2)(t)}, and let 6* be the 
number given in Proposition 2 for A, B above. Then for any 6: 0 < 6 < 6*, 
a+6<t,, ifp,-iGd we have 
IMt X”‘) - D(t 3 I X(*‘)lB 6 < II Y II ‘I . I I? t E L-to, Bll. (1.2) 
Proof 1. If fll - i< 6 then Xl’) N 6Xj2) for t E [to, pi]. Since 
a + S < to and 6 6 S*, from Proposition 2 we know llD( t, Xi”) - 
D(t , Xj2))(lz,6 is well defined for t E [to, /Ii]. 
2. Becauset+8<iand~(“(t+8)=%(*)(t+0)for0E[-r-& -r], 
we can choose [’ E C( [ - r - 6, - r], R”): c’(0) = gcl)( t + 6) = wc2)( t+ e), 
8 E 1-r - 6, -r]. A similar discussion as in the proof of assertions 1 and 
2 of Proposition 2 assure one that [‘EM(X~‘), Xi’), B, a), also (X?)r,‘= 
wi$, for 0E C-S, 01, i= 1,2. Thus 
IIW J?‘))-DO, Xj2~)lG,~~ SUP JD(t+e, fj$)-D(t+e, W$J 
Be[--6.01 
= sup (D(s, f;“) - D(s, ii?:‘)1 
SE [i,f] 
= sup ID(s A”“)- D(s A?“)( 9 s 7 s 3 tE ci, Bll. SE [i,f] 
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On the other hand 
Y(t)= o 
i 
D(f, xi") - D(t, xi"), tE Ci> 811 
2 CE [It,--, t-j. 
Since 8, d i+ 6, we have 
II Ylll r = SUP IW, x:9 - D(s, x:.29l, tc Ci, Al. 
SE [i,I] 
So we have proved that the relation (1.2) holds for t E [i, PI]. When 
CE [to, t], one has X, (l)=Xy) and IlD(t, Xj’))-D(t, X~2))J\~,a=0. Of 
course relation (1.2) still holds. Therefore (1.2) holds for t E [t,,, fl, 1. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose (to, q&) E (a, p) x & h is an open set of F, and 
K0 = IA- ‘( t,, $,)I. Then for any number K > K,,, we can choose an interval 
[to, p] c (a, /I), p > t,, and an open set B of C: q5,, E B c 8, such that for any 
compact set A in B, there exist two numbers 6(A) > 0, b(A) > 0 such that, if 
t~Ct,,pl, 0<6<@A), ~,II/EA (b-69, IM-$II,~4~h then 
II~-~ll,~~lI~~~~~~-~~~~~~lI~,,. (1.3) 
Proof Because K > K,,, there exists an open set B,: q$, E B, c B, and an 
interval [to - u, ~1 c (a, j?), v > 0, p > t,, such that 
IA-‘(t, d)I <K, <K (6 4) E [to - v, PI x B,. (1.4) 
Let m=l-KJK, i.e., (l-m)-‘K,=K, then O<m<l. We can find an 
open set B,: do E B, c B, and two numbers 6, > 0, b, > 0 such that 
K,(y(t, h6,) + Qt, 4, h)) G m, (~,4)~Ch-~,~lxB,. (1.5) 
Now we choose B = B, n B,. Then B is open, q$, E B c 8, and relations 
(1.4), (1.5) hold for (t, 4)~ [to-v, ~1 x B. 
Let n c B be compact. By Proposition 2, we can get a number 6* > 0 
such that the set M(#, $, B, 6) is not empty and IlD(t, 4)--&t, $)IIg,a is 
well defined if 0<6<6*, u+b<t<fi, &$EA, and 4-S+. We choose 
6(n) = min(b,, 6*, v}, b(A) = b,. 
Assume that tE [to, ~1, 0~6 <s(n), 4, +EA, d-6$, and IId- $11,~ 
b(A), then for any c E M(& tj, B, 6) and 6 E [ - ~$01 we have 
M(e) - vv@l = Mm - vGw 
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Because (t + 0,4;) E Cl0 - u, ~1 x 4 II$$ - &I, G lllcl - 4, G b(A), we 
have 
This means 
IV-tiIIrGK1 SUP i~(t+~,4ii)-~(t+~, 4%l +m ii~-4w. 
BE[-&O] 
That is, 
ll~-~llr~~ SUP iw+wi,w(t+e, m. BE [-a,01 
Since [E M(#, $, B, 6) is arbitrary, we get the inequality (1.3). 
2. LOCAL UNIQUENESS 
In this section we will discuss the local uniqueness problem for solutions 
of NFDE (I) through a point (to, $o). We also assume the domain of (I) 
is B = (a, j?) x F. 
Let cp(t) be a continuous scalar function on an interval J. We note 
9- q(t) = lim inf ~(t)--cp(t-s) 3 t E J. /-to+ O<s</ s 
In our following discussion we will use a well-known comparison theorem 
which is 
LEMMA 3 (Comparison Theorem). Let q(t) be a scalar continuous 
function defined on an interval J= (aI, a,], F(t, x) be a scalar continuous 
function defined on a region of plane including the curve (I, p(t)), and Q(t) 
be the left minimal solution of equation i = F(t, x) through (u2, q(a,)). Zf 
g- cp(t) S F(t, dt)), tE(al, %I. 
then cp(t) 2 Q(t) on the common interval they exist. 
LEMMA 4. Let (to,~o)~[to,l)~B~52, where BcF is open. Zf there 
exists a scalar continuous nonnegative function w(s, u): (0, a) x R+ --* R+, 
w(s,O)=O (where abl-to, R + = [0, co) c R), such that the following 
conditions ares atisfied. 
1. The equation i = w(s, z) has no solution z(s) satisfying z(O+ ) = 
i+(O) = 0, except z(s) = 0, where z(O+) = lim,,,, z(s), i+(O) = 
lim s-to+ MSYS), 
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2. For any compact set A: &, E A c B, there exist two numbers b > 0, 
6>0 such that (i) IlD(t,4)--D(t, I1/)IILs is well defined if tE [to, I], 
4, + E A, I$ N Se; (ii) the inequality 
II&t, 4) -wt, $)IIB,s = IWt, 4) - w4 $11. 
Then in [to, I) x B, the solution of (I) through (to, do) is unique. 
Proof: If the conclusion is not true, assume that X(‘)(t), Xc2)(t) are two 
solutions through (to, &), both are defined on an interval [to - r, 0, 
t,<f<f, such that Xi’), X~“EB for tE: [to, I) and X(‘)(t,)#X(2)(t,) for 
some t, E (t,, l). Define 
A = {Xl’): t E [to, t,], i= 1,2}, 
Then A is a compact set in B. There are 6 > 0, b > 0 such that assumptions 
(i), (ii) of condition 2 hold. By Proposition 1 we can also assume 6 < 6* 
(6* is the number defined as in Proposition 2). Let 
i=inf(t: X(‘)(t)#X(*)(t), te [to, t,]}, 
then t,<ict, and Xi’)=X$‘J f or tE [to, t]. Choose a number b, 
such that i< /I1 < t,, B1 < i+ 6, O(Br, A$,,‘) # O(Br, A’ff’), and 
)1X:” - Xl”11 r < b for t E [to, /I, J. By the definition of i and Lemma 1 such 
a number /?i is existent. Of course Xi’)- 6Xj*’ if te [to, /II]. Let 
D(t, xy’) - D(t, p,, 
Y(t)= o 
L 
tE [to, PI1 
t E Cto - r, to1 
and 
h(s)= IlY,o+slIr, s E co, PI - kll, 
then h(j?, - to) # 0 and h(s) = 0 for s E [0, i- to]. Now we prove 
9 - h(s) < w(s, h(s)), SE a B1- tol. 
In fact, for any s E [0, fll - t,] there exists 8,Y E [ -r, 0] such that 
h(s)=IIY,,+,II,=IY(to+s+~,)l. 
(2.1) 
We have to prove the inequality (2.1) for two cases. 
Case 1. If 8, can be chosen from [ -r, 0), then t, + s + 8, < t, + s and 
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Since t, + s - r < p1 - r < i + 6 - r d i, we have Y(t) = 0 for 
tE [to-r, t,+s--r]. 
Hence 
h(s -As) = ( Y(t, + s + es)1 = h(s), when O<ds< (8,(. 
This implies GK h(s) = 0, and relation (2.1) holds for this case. 
Case 2. If 8 can only be chosen as 0, then 
I Y(t)1 < I Y(tcl + s)L to - r < t < to + s. 
In this case one can choose a sequence ASi, i = 1,2, . . . . such that ASi > 0, 
ASi+ (i+ co) and 
I J’(t)1 < I Y(t, + s-ASi)I, t,-r<ttt,-,+s-AS,. 
This means h(s - ASi) = 1 Y(to + s - AS,)J. Hence 
9-h(s)< lim 
h(s) - h(s - AS,) 
i-00 AS, 
< lim y(t,+s)- Y(t,+s-AS,) . 
i-em ASi 
= lhl+s)l = lf(t,+s, x:;g--f(tl)+s, x;,‘$J. (2.2) 
Because Xi,‘i, - SXf!s, ((x,,,, (‘) -X$,f!,ll Gb, and (by the conclusions of 
Propositions 1, 3) 
which means 
by assumption (ii) of condition 2 and relation (2.2), in this case we have 
~-h(s)~If(t,+s,XI,‘!.)-f(t,+s,X1,2~=)l~’(S,h(s)). 
Therefore inequality (2.1) holds for any case. 
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Let z(s) be the completely left minimal solution of equation i = w(s, z) 
through (fir - t,, h(fl, - to)), which is defined on (E, fll - to], E > 0. Then by 
Lemma 3, z(s) <h(s) for s E (E, /I1 - to]. This implies E = 0 and z(O+ ) = 0. 
Also 
O< lim *< lim h(s)= lim 
s-to+ s s+o+ s S-o+ /( ““‘, ylo~~ 
< lim max I~~to+~+K5~))l, s-o+ t3c[-r,O] 
where 0 -C ((3, 0) -C s. Because Y(t) = 0 for t E [to - r, to], we have 
Now we have proved that the equation i = w(s, z) has a nonzero solution 
z(s) satisfying z(0 + ) = i + (0) = 0. This contradicts condition 1 of the 
lemma. Thus the conclusion of the lemma must be true. 
THEOREM 1 (Local Uniqueness Theorem). Let (to, do) E 51= (a, /I) x F, 
Ko= (A-‘(to, do)l. Suppose there exist a number K> K,, an interval 
[to, f,)c (a, /?)(I1 > to), an open set fi: ~,EBc F, and a nonnegative con- 
tinuous function w(s, u): (0, a) x R+ -+ R+, w(s, u) is nondecreasing in u, 
w(s, 0) E 0, such that 
1. the equation i(s) = Kw(s, z) has no solution z(s) satisfying z(0 + ) = 
i+(O) = 0 except z(s) - 0; 
2. for any compact set A: #o E A c & there are 8 = b(A) > 0, 
6 = &A) > 0 such that the inequality 
holds ift~(to, [,I, 4, II/E/~, d-d+, II4-II/ll.di 
Then the solution of NFDE (I) through (to, 40) is locally unique (which 
means there is a neighborhood of (to, do), in which the solution X(t) through 
(to, fjo), t 2 to, is unique). 
Proof 1. It is easy to see by condition 1 of the theorem that the 
equation i = w(s, Kz) has no solution z(s) satisfying z(O+ ) = i+(O) = 0 
except z(s) = 0. 
2. From Lemma 2 we can obtain an open set B: don B c fi and an 
interval [to, p) c (a, fi), such that for any compact set A in B, there exist 
two numbers 6 1 > 0, b, > 0 such that 
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if tE[t,,p), 0<6<6,, 9, JIGA, b-S*, 1@--$)1 <b,. A is also a compact 
set of A. So the condition 2 of the theorem holds for A. Let 
6=min{S,,$}, b=min{b,, S>, I= min{p, r,}, 
then for t~(t~, I), 4, I,!?EA, if b-S@, /d-$11 r<b we have 
If(G d)-f(c ICI)1 Gdt--t,, M-11/11 r) 
Gww(t- to, K IP(~, 4)-Wc $)lE,d. 
Using the conclusion of Lemma 4 one knows that the solution of NFDE 
(I) through (to, #o) is unique in [to, I) x B. This gives our result. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that f(t, xi, x2, . . . . x,): R x R" x R" x . . - x 
R" + R" is continuous, 0 < rl < r2 < . . . < r, < r. Then for any D-operator 
D(t, I): R x C + R", every initial value problem of NFDE 
i D(t, x,) =f(t, x(t - r,), x(t - rJ, . . . . x(f-rd) 
has only one solution. 
In fact, the system (2.3) can be written as 
where f(t,q5)=f(t,c#(-rl),QI(-r2),...,Qj(-rm)). When 0<6<rl and 
4, $ E C with 4 N S$, we always have f(t, 4) -f(t, +) = 0. Thus, through 
any point (to, bO)e R x C the solution of (2.4) is locally unique, which 
means every solution of (2.3) is unique. 
From Theorem 1 one may see the D-operator itself has only a small 
influence upon the uniqueness property of solutions of NFDEs. But one 
couldn’t expect it to never have any effect on the uniqueness property of 
(I). In fact the requirement about the existance of number Kin Theorem 1 
cannot be reduced. Let’s consider the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose F= (4 E C,: /I#/[ < l}, C, = C( [ - 1, 01, R2) with 
the nom ll~lll. For (&4)~(--l, l)xF, 4=(h,h), let 
4(44)= l+t* 1 l+ltlb (o)-#2(o)-$-@l (- ;> 
+ &d2H2lwm)), 
. 
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It is easy to examine that o(t, 4) is atomic at zero on ( - 1, 1) x R, and 
1+2 1+t2 -- 
A-‘(& #)= 
1+(tl l+ltJ 
t i 
) K, = (A -‘(o, O)l = 1. 
0 1 
Suppose 
(-It, t<O 
fit& 4) =f2(4 ) = 
i 
;1(o)‘r9 t > 0,o < #l(O) < tZ 3 t>o, &(O)<O 
t, t 7 0, &(O) 2t* 
f(t74)= fi(h 4) (/. > 2(t,d) . 
Then f( t, 4) is continuous on ( - 1, 1) x F and 
for t 7 0,1+4, II/ E F. 
Also the scalar equation 
1 Z-z-2 
s ’ 
s > 0, ZBO 
has no solution satisfying z(0 + ) = i + (0) except z(s) = 0. 
But we see the NFDE 
$wJ,) =f(t, x,1 
has exactly two different solutions through (0, 0), say x(t) = (0,O) and 
x(t)= (t’, t2/2), t 20. This situation occurs because for any K>K, = 1, 
the equation i= (K,s)z has a nonzero solution z(s) =sK, which satisfies 
z(O+)=i+(O)=O. 
3. COMPLETE UNIQUENESS 
This section is designed to study the uniqueness of a complete solution 
of NFDEs. We will give conditions which can guarantee the complete 
solution of NFDE (I) through a point (to, &) is unique. The method is 
similar to the preceding. So our discussion will be given briefly. 
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$ D(t, x,) =f(t, x,) 
is defined on an open set 52 c R x C (52 needn’t have the form (~1, p) x F). 
Let U be an open set in 52 and 0 < 6 < r. For (t, 4), (t, $) E U with 4 N Se, 
we define 
N,(q4 II/, U, d)= (CEC(C-r-4 -rl, W: it-r)=#(-r), 
(t+~,~~),(t+e,~~)~UforeE[--,O]}, 
where & I,+$ are of the same meaning as in the formula (1.1). 
DEFINITION 3. Suppose (t, d), (t, #) E U, 4 N S$, if the set N,(b, $, U, 6) 
is not empty, then 
IlD(tv 4) - D(t> IcI)II $,a 
def 
= inf SUP lD(t+e,~~)-D(t+e,IL~)I 
will be called the 8-quasidistance of (t, 4), (t, +) with respect to operator 
D in U. 
Similar to Proposition 2, we can obtain 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose r is a compact set of 52, U is open, TC UC Q. 
Then there is a constant $10 c 8~ r, such that for any 6: 0 < 6 < a, the 
following assertions are valid. 
1. (t+0,$,)EUprovidedOE[-6,0], (t,d)Er, where 
iJw={;~B);), ~EC--,Ol, tlE[-r-6, -r], ~s~C:is(r)=~(‘(8+~),5~C--r,01. 
2. N,(& $, U, 6) is not empty provided (t, 4), (t, $) E r, and 4 N Se. 
3. The quasidistance IlD(t, 4) - D(t, $)I[ $,a is well defined provided 
W), Wkr~dQ-W. 
For our purpose in this section the following lemma corresponds to 
Lemma 2 of Section 1. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose r is compact in 52, Kr=~~p~l,oEr IA-‘(t, c$)I, and 
K> Kr is a constant. Then we can find an open set U: Tc U c L?, and 
two numbers 6,> 0, b,> 0, such that when 0 < 6 < 6,, the quasidistance 
IlD(t> $1 -D(G Icl,llt,, is weN defined provided 
kd), (6 44 E r, 4-w II4-t4.~b,c (3.1) 
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Furthermore, if all relations of (3.1) hold, then 
Proof Choose a number K,, such that K,< K, < K. Then there is an 
open set U: Tc U c Q, and there are two numbers 6’ > 0, b > 0, such that 
IA-‘(6 4)I dK,, 
K,(y(t,),6’)+&(t,(,b))tm=l-~, for (t, fj)E U. 
By Proposition 4, there also exists 8> 0 such that IlD(t, 4) - D(t, $)[I E,6 
is well defined if 0<6<& (t,q5), (t,+)EI’, b-&j. So we need only to 
choose 6,= min{b’, a}, b,= b. With the same method used in the proof of 
Lemma 2 one can obtain the result. 
Besides Proposition 4 and Lemma 5, of course we can give all corre- 
sponding propositions and lemmas of Sections 1, 2 here. We will omit 
them, and only list the final result-the uniqueness theorem of complete 
solutions. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose (to, &) E 52. If for any compact set l? (to, &,) E 
TcQ, there exist b>O, 6>0 (<I), and K>K,=sup~,o,,rlA-l(t,~)I, 
and there exists a continuous function w,-(s, u): (0, a) x R+ --) R+ (where 
a> t,-- t,, t,==p{t: (t, 4w-}), wr(s, 0) = 0, wr(s, u) is nondecreasing 
with respect o u, such that 
1. i = Kw,(s, z) has no solution z(s) satisfying z(O+ ) = i+(O) G 0 
except z(s) = 0; 
2. If(t,~)-f(t,ICI)I~wr(t-tto, l14-1c/IIr) provided t>to, (t,d), 
(t, ti)~C 4-W, IM-ICIII.Gb. 
Then through (to, c$~) the solution of NFDE (I) is unique. 
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